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Current Status of DIPOLE
• DIPOLE is to all intents and purposes complete, and is now entering various
commissioning phases.
• Greater than 100 J operation at 1Hz was achieved before Christmas (see later
viewgraphs), and 10Hz will be tested soon.
• Pulse shaping technology on track.
• Delivery time to XFEL is dependent on the Amplitude laser being installed (cannot
install both at the same time).
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Cryo-Amplifier Concept
• Diode-pumped multi-slab amplifier
– Ceramic Yb:YAG gain medium
– End-pumped by 2 x diode sources

• Face-cooled by cryogenic He gas
– Improved efficiency & gain cross-section
– Better thermo-optical & thermomechanical

• Scalable design
– 10 J1, 100 J2 & 1 kJ @ 10 Hz
Front End

1.
2.

Mason et al, Applied Optics 54, 4227 (2015)
Mason et al, Proc. of SPIE 9513, 951302-1 (2015)

He

DiPOLE100X Performance
• Second kW average power DPSSL system built @ CLF
Parameter

Target

Demonstrated @ HiLASE

Wavelength

1030 nm

1029.5 nm

Pulse energy

100 J

107 J

< 2.5% RMS

< 1% RMS

Single, 1 to 10 Hz

1 & 10 Hz

2 to 15 ns

10 ns

User selectable

Flat-top

75 mm square SG

75 mm x 77 mm SG(n=10)

2 x DL

1.7 (X) x 2.3 (Y) DL

Within ± 25 µrad
< 4% RMS

Within ± 20 µrad
1% RMS

Energy stability
Pulse rate
Pulse duration
Pulse shape
Beam size & shape
Beam quality
Pointing stability

• Design enhancements
– Closed-loop temporal pulse shaping
– More compact folded layout

100J
pump
diodes

DiPOLE100X Design
10J cryo-

preamplifie
r

10J cryostat
PA2

PA1

Front
End
Temporally-shaped
fibre seed

100J cryo-

amplifier
100J Yb:YAG
6 x 120 mm square
8.5 mm thick

Mason et al, HPLSE 6, e65 (2018)

100J
output

10J Cryo-preamplifier - Commissioned
1 Hz

Efficiency ~ 28%
PV ~ 0.15 J
RMS 0.3%

7.5 J after
1 hr

22 mm

10 Hz

Efficiency ~ 25%
PV ~ 0.15 J
RMS 0.3%

6.7 J @
10 Hz

100J Cryo-amplifier
• Installation of hardware completed September 2018

• Commissioning commenced October 2018
– 100 J @ 1 Hz December 2018
– 100 J @ 10 Hz January 2019

100J Cryo-amplifier – 1 Hz
• Standard operating temperature 150K
Burn pattern

25%
17/12/18
MFR = 135 gps
Seed = 5.6 J

23%

07/12/16
MFR = 120 gps
Seed = 5.0 J

105 J @ 1
Hz

78 mm

• Good agreement with previous system performance ☺

100J Cryo-amplifier – 1 Hz
15
0K

13
140K
0K

• Dependence on seed energy & temperature
8.2 J, 130 K, 1 Hz

8.2J
5.6J
2.6J

• Highest energy demonstrated to date

33%

Initial
shape

Temporal Pulse Shaping

Oscilloscope

4 GHz, 20 GSa/s

AWG

125 ps res.

Laser
chain

Detector

Apply
correction
Pulse Shaping
Algorithm

Compare with target & calculate
correction
• Simple algorithm – no modelling of amplification required
• Converge on desired shape within reasonable # iterations
– Keep shape stable against slow drifts
• Library of first-guess AWG shapes desirable
– Empirical or modelled

Acquire
output
pulse
shape

Temporal Pulse Shaping
Flat-top

DiPOLE 6.5 J @ 10 Hz

Pedestal + ramp

DiPOLE100X Front End
Loop converging
well

Low gain saturation ⇒
high dynamic range

• Continued testing & optimisation on D100X

D100X Build

DIPOLE Construction
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DIPOLE Construction
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MEC Diffraction Experiments
• ‘Calibration’ of detector positions for diffraction experiments was largely done with
significant input from user groups.
• Several groups have written disparate codes that allow detector positions to be
calibrated, and from this the ability to produce II plots from CSPAD images with
rapid turn around.
• This in turn has allowed at least crude data analysis in the ‘real time’ of a 3 minute
turn around.
• Clearly this needs to be refined for 10 Hz operation.
• Similarly VISAR analysis can be done manually at MEC between shots, but this too
will now need to be fully automated.
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Matlab CSPAD Code - Calibration
Raw CSPAD data
for CeO2
calibrant

The θ-ϕ
coordinates of the
line centres are
converted back to
positions on the
detector.

Data is binned in θ-ϕ
space based on initial
guess at detector
positions. The centre
of each calibration line
is fitted using a
pseudo-Voigt for a
number of different
azimuthal positions.

These positions are
rotated by Tait Bryan
angles and then offset
by a vector. The 6
coordinates (3 rotation
angles and 3
cartesian coordinates)
are fitted so the Bragg
angle of each
calibration line most
closely matches the
expected value.

Matlab CSPAD Code - Outputs
θ-ϕ projection

Plane projection

Azimuthally integrated
lineouts

• CSPAD positions are fitted using known standards (CeO2 and LaB6).
• The code automatically creates projections and lineouts from several CSPADS when CSPAD tiffs are
generated, applying geometric, polarisation and filter attenuation corrections.
• Low resolution version takes ~10 second per event, high resolution ~ 1 minute.
• Further progress made by Cindy Bolme (LANL) using an ESRF python code - much faster - but residual
issues of getting data out of DAQ at relevant speeds.

Output can easily be read by commercial software
For simple hydrostatic compression, the azimuthally integrated signal can rapidly be compared with
arbitrary crystal structures using commercially available software - e.g. the crystalMaker/Diffract suite.

LP Diffract

• LP Diffract developed by Andrew Higginbotham for fitting strain
information from diffraction data.
• Can extract strains in ~ 30 secs.
• Able to fit non-hydrostatic strain states (see Higginbotham and
McGonegle, J. Appl. Phys., 115, 174906 (2014))

Scandium Diffraction

A disordered host-guest structure forms on nanosecond timescales.
What are the prospects for Rietfeld refinement in real time?

Rietfeld Refinement

Certainly can be done manually between 3 minute shots for simple
systems.
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VISAR Analysis
Our current VISAR analysis is ‘hands on’, but only takes a few minutes. We have used this to monitor
pressure (and density via diffraction) in real time with 3 minute turn around - more refined analysis is
needed after the experiment. Hugoniots and breakout times can be plotted in real time.

VISAR Progress
Again progress made by LANL, Cindy Bolme et al - automated VISAR analysis
can now be performed on timescales of 2 seconds (wave profile).
Also progress in developing ‘metadata’ tools.
Still more work to do for first experiments.
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Metadata Tool (Cindy Bolme)

Metadata Tool (Cindy Bolme)

https://github.com/cinemascience/cinema
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DIPOLE - Targetry
• One of the major challenges for the full exploitation of DIPOLE will be the ability to
mass produce complex targets that can be used at high repetition rates.
• The challenges that DIPOLE at XFEL pose are not dissimilar to those faced at
conventional high power laser facilities, where repetition rates for high power optical
lasers have increased dramatically in recent years.
• ALL of the following slides come from Chris Spindloe at STFC/SciTech.
• Although many of the ideas may not match with what we need, we are in a position
to think about what our wish list would be, and, long before DIPOLE comes on line,
stress-test target design and manufacture.
Because of the long turn round (3 minutes) - targets for MEC can be made in a bespoke manner.
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Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

C E Wehrenberg et al. Nature 550, 496–499 (2017) doi:10.1038/
nature24061

•

FEL beamlines will require a large
number of targets for each
experimental campaign

•

More complex targets (even double layers)
are difficult to manufacture without
specialist equipment/knowledge

•

Simple targets can be made by
PhD students gluing foils onto
array holders

•

However the capability does exist and has
been demonstrated

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments
Target manufacture considerations for a sophisticated experiment could include
•

Thickness tolerances (commercial foils +/- 15% at 10-50um thick)

•

Physical structure of coatings, grain size, orientation

•

Composition of coatings, elemental, %

•

Standard x,y,z tolerances on machining components

•

Surface finish for VISAR etc

•

Adhesion layers, thickness, composition and coverage (voids)

Manufacture processes for low numbers (100’s) with these considerations are well
known however they may not be scalable for beamline experiments
The good news is that some of these problems have been solved.
The following slides show silicon based solutions, and tape target solutions other
options such as diamond point turning and batch micromachining are also available.

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

•

Using silicon based targetry is the
first step to simple high rep rate
targets.

•

Well defined geometries utilising
existing technologies can give large
numbers of targets at a low cost.

•

Some work has already been carried
out to benchmark Si target
survivability for Gemini laser system.

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

•

Target mount geometry can also be
defined at the design stage

•

Advanced coating techniques to allow
thicknesses of targets down to 2.5nm

•

Simple mask design used with well
defined procedures for silicon etching
enables 100’s targets to be fabricated
onto one wafer

•

Aperture of free standing target ~300
microns on a 2 x 7mm mount (RAL
standard)

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

C. Strangio et al, Laser and Particle Beams, 25(1), 2007

•

Complex geometries created for ion
acceleration experiments

•

32um diameter disk 50nm thick

•

Many versions of this target delivered
from 2006.

•

Mass produced on chips with a 7x2
array

•

100’s chips per wafer

•

2 ½ D target geometries. 2um vanes
2um spacing showing complex target
capabilities. 100’s targets per wafer

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

•

Large arrays of targets for LCLS
experiments

•

1600 targets per ‘chip’

•

Targets can be pattered using coating
and lithography processes

•

Low cost per target after set up costs.

•

Example of a 5 micron diameter, 2um
thick dot mass produced for LCLS
experiment.

Target Fabrication for High Repetition Experiments

•

Development of a standard mask design
could allow common features such as step
targets to be integrated into all targets on
a run

Examples of Complex High Volume Targets

•

Micro wire arrays ~2um x 2um x
10um

•

Multilayer dot target (composition
can be tailored to suit)

•

Made from Si

•

•

Possible to make in other
materials (Au, Cu etc.)

Variations of size and shape all in
one run

Tape Target Technology
•

Development of stable tape target system and complex tapes to enable the fielding
of high rep rate experiments.

•

Benefits include the reduction in debris using complex tapes, the ability to space
targets at a greater distance and reduce on shot damage.

•

Tape drive redesigned to get 4um stability

•

Funding to develop ultra stable 1um drive and also plasma mirror capability.

•

1 year program to develop a commercial solution

Tape Target Technology
Old Gemini drive mechanism

New drive mechanism

Topography of tape
measured with white
light interferometry
and confocal
chromatic sensor
mapping

Tape form varies
due to uneven
tension across
surface

Tape Target Technology

Examples of Complex Characterisation of FEL Targets

•

(Top) Standard 2D diffraction
pattern of a metallic thin film

•

(Bottom) reciprocal space map of
a bilayer sample.

•

An X-ray reflectivity curve of a
magnetic thin film bilayer system.

•

From the curve you can extract film
thickness, roughness, density.

G. Stenning
ISIS Materials Characterisation laboratory

Examples of Complex Characterisation of FEL Targets

•

Thin adhesive layers between targets

•

<2um adhesion layer

•

LCLS experiment with triple Si stack

•

Further work achieved <1um

Target Positioning
•

There are significant issues with the harsh environment of a laser interaction and
this has an effect on the way that you handle and position your sample.

•

The CLF has developed a High Accuracy Microtarget Suply (HAMS) system that has
been robustly tested on the Gemini laser to ultimately be able to shoot targets at
rate of 1Hz

Custom mount

Common for any
system

Shock and Laser Damage

•

•

Laser footprint damages the
surface of the mount and also the
adjacent targets
Damage mitigation is required to
ensure high shot rates

•

Gemini footprint is ~2mm

•

Other systems will be different

Debris

•

Target is ablated, this and shock
produces projectile debris that
can damage diagnostics and
optics

Full System Integration

•

Combination of mass produced targets, precision stages and mounting and
online measurement of target position to allow rep rated operation

Conclusions on FEL Solid Targets
•

There is a challenge to deliver the large numbers of targets that are needed for FEL
science.

•

However, there is an opportunity to engage with groups that have experience in
solid target manufacture that have already developed processes and targets for
HRR laser systems

•

There needs to be a good dialogue between facilities that will field and position
targets and manufacturers of the targets to ensure that the processes needed to
make targets are compatible.

•

There is an opportunity for university groups to become more closely involved and
linked with the TFAB community.

•

Shooting solid targets with high power lasers provided challenges with debris,
shock, EMP etc

•

While there are significant challenges to making large amounts of solid targets
there are clearly systems that can do this, the whole electronics industry has
solved this issue.
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DIPOLE - First Experiments
• The UK team that has the first funding to exploit DIPOLE is an Edinburgh/York/
Oxford/Cambridge collaboration, led by Malcolm McMahon.
• We are happy to lead the first diffraction experiments.
• Concept:
• Acceleration of the development of capacity - fully exploiting the high data
acquisition rate that DIPOLE affords, rather than have first experiments with a
significant and unique scientific goal.
• Rationale - we all need to learn how to operate at high rep rate, and we do not
want a bun-fight over what might be seen as a seminal result - hopefully those
will flow in abundance in due course, to all involved.
• This leads to suggestions of simple experiments - e.g. shock and ramp
compressions of Copper.
• Other suggestions gratefully received as the plan develops.
• Could this be integrated into ‘User assisted Commissioning’?
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Workshop
• We propose to have a workshop for those interested in collaborating on first
DIPOLE/XFEL experiments.
• Holding it at RAL before DIPOLE ships would allow all to tour the laser and, just as
importantly, target fabrication facilities.
• Aims would be:
• Agree on the first experiment
• Agree who will develop various parts of the software required for (i) diffraction
analysis in as real time as possible (ii) ditto for VISAR (iii) some initial requests for
types of targets that would stress-test target fabrication techniques (iv) any other
ideas.
• Dates need to be firmed up - suggestions on when to avoid - best region of time to
target?
• For roughly how many people should we plan (NB this is a workshop, not a
conference).
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